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Privacy, Encryption
and Counter-Terrorism

Seumas Miller and Terry Bossomaier

Abstract Privacy is an important moral right but so is security, including security
from terrorist attacks. Encryption protects privacy rights but also affords protection to
terrorists and impedes legitimate counter-terrorist operations. This chapter analyses
this ethical dilemma.

It is agreed on all sides that there is an important right to privacy, but that security is
also important and, in particular, security from terrorist attacks. However, security
requirements dictate that privacy rights be infringed at times, e.g. in the case of
intercepting emails or phone conversations between terrorists. Moreover, encryption
is obviously a good thing since it protects privacy, but potentially problematic if it
unreasonably impedes legitimate counter-terrorism operations. The ethical dilemma
in this area is exemplified by the following two relatively recent events.

Firstly, there was the conflict between Apple and the FBI [7, 22]. In December
2015, Syed Farook killed 14 people in SanBernardino [4, 26]. The FBI suspected that
his phone may have contained information which could implicate others involved in
the planning of the attack, or in possible future attacks. However, an Apple iPhone
allows only 10 attempts to unlock the phone via its four-digit password before the
phone is wiped. Apple refused the FBI request to remove the 10 attempts limit.
UltimatelyApple did not have to back down, since a third party succeeded in cracking
the phone (including, conceivably, by bypassing or shutting down the auto-erase
feature by some means).

Secondly, in mid-2020, Operation Venetic in the UK and coordinated operations
in Europe made news when very large criminal networks in the UK and in Europe
were destroyed as a result of access to their supposedly secure EncroChat mobile
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phones. Joseph Cox in a thorough article on Vice Motherboard reported that in the
Netherlands alone, “the investigation has so far led to the arrest of more than 100
suspects, the seizure of drugs (more than 8000 kilo cocaine and 1200 kilo crystal
meth), the dismantling of 19 synthetic drugs labs, the seizure of dozens of (auto-
matic) fire weapons, expensive watches and 25 cars, including vehicles with hidden
compartments, and almost EUR20million in cash” [5]. In theUK, over 700 arrests—
including of crime bosses—have been made, and two tons of drugs (worth over £100
million) have been seized [28]. The phone,whichwas basically a customisedAndroid
phone, provided end-to-end encryption, i.e. email, text messages and voice calls are
encrypted on the phone and not decrypted until they reach the destination phone. It
is thought the phone was not decrypted but rather hacked into, since malware was
apparently found on the EncroChat device itself, meaning that it could potentially
read the messages written and stored on the device before they were encrypted and
sent over the internet (see Sect. 2). While Operation Venetic concerned criminal
organisations primarily engaged in drug dealing, money-laundering, weapons distri-
bution andmurder of rival criminals, phones with end-to-end encryption (see Sect. 2)
are known to be widely used by terrorists, thus this law enforcement achievement is
highly germane to counter-terrorism operations.

These two events graphically illustrate the importance of encryption in law
enforcement and in counter-terrorism, in particular. On the one hand, encryption
provides privacy protection to ordinary citizens, confidentiality protection to legiti-
mate businesses and, for that matter, confidentiality to police and other security agen-
cies engaged in crime-fighting and counter-terrorism. On the other hand, encryption
also affords protection to drug cartels, human traffickers and, of particular interest
here, terrorist organizations.

To address this ethical question, we undertake three main tasks. Firstly, we offer
an analysis of the nature and moral significance of privacy, including its relation-
ship to confidentiality, autonomy and security, in the context of the counter-terrorism
responses of liberal democratic states. Secondly, we provide a description of relevant
cryptographic technologies. One focus here will be on WhatsApp, an open architec-
ture, in the sense of being described in a white paper,1 but not meeting the open-
source criterion discussed below, for which we can describe key exchange structure.
We explain how the keys work, with minimal mathematics, and the challenges they
present to security agencies. By describing the technical issues in some detail, we
show how it is that high level end-to-end encryption is, in effect, invulnerable to
decryption but also how devices that use such encryption are, nevertheless, vulner-
able by virtue of their use of passwords and the possibility of being hacked and the
insertion of malware. This section is of particular importance, given the central role
this technology has come to play in terrorism and counter-terrorism and given, also,
the lack of understanding of the actual powers and limitations of this technology
due to its highly technical nature. Our third main task in this article is to provide a
discussion of the privacy rights and security needs in relation to encryption in the
overall context of the counter-terrorism policies of liberal democratic states.

1 https://www.whatsapp.com/security.

https://www.whatsapp.com/security
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1 Privacy/Confidentiality, Autonomy and Security

The notion of privacy has proven difficult to adequately explicate [6, 9, 12, 16, 18,
24, 31, 34]. Nevertheless, there are a number of general points that can be made.
First, privacy is a right that people have in relation to other persons and organ-
isations with respect to: (a) the possession of personal information about them-
selves by other persons and by organisations, e.g. data stored in telecommuni-
cation company, technology company, or government databases, (b) the observa-
tion/perceiving of themselves—including of their movements, relationships and so
on—by other persons, e.g. via CCTV or mapping metadata to determine geoloca-
tion history; (c) the interception of their communications, e.g. phone conversations,
emails.

Second, the right to privacy is closely related to themore fundamental moral value
of autonomy. Roughly speaking, the notion of privacy delimits an informational and
observational ‘space’ i.e. the private sphere. However, the right to autonomy consists
of a right to decide what to think and do and, of relevance here, the right to control the
private sphere and, therefore, to decide whom to exclude and whom not to exclude
from it. So, the right to privacy consists of the right to exclude organisations and
other individuals (the right to autonomy) both from personal information and facial
images, and from observation and monitoring (the private sphere). Naturally, the
right to privacy is not absolute; it can be overridden. Moreover, its precise bound-
aries are unclear; a person does not have a right not to be casually observed in a
public space but, arguably, has a right not to have their movements tracked via their
smartphone, albeit this right can be overridden under certain circumstances, e.g. if
they are terrorism suspects.

Third, a degree of privacy is necessary simply in order for people to pursue their
personal projects, whatever those projectsmight be. For one thing, reflection is neces-
sary for planning, and reflection requires a degree of freedom from the distracting
intrusions, including intrusive surveillance, of others. For another, knowledge of
someone else’s plans can lead to those plans being thwarted (e.g. if one’s polit-
ical rivals can track one’s movements and interactions then they can come to know
one’s plans in advance of their implementation), or otherwise compromised, (e.g.
if who citizens vote for is not protected by a secret ballot, including a prohibi-
tion on cameras in private voting booths, then democracy can be compromised).
Autonomy—including the exercise of autonomy in the public sphere—requires a
measure of privacy.

Thus far we have described privacy and autonomy, considered as the rights of
a single individual. However, it is important to consider the implications of the
infringement, indeed violation, of the privacy and autonomy rights of the whole
citizenryby the state (and/or other powerful institutional actors, such as corporations).
Such violations on a large scale can lead to a power imbalance between the state
and the citizenry and, thereby, undermine liberal democracy itself. The surveillance
system imposed on the Uighurs in China, incorporating a full range of technologies
including phone metadata, facial recognition, DNA, etc., graphically illustrates the
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risks attached to large scale violations of privacy and related autonomy rights if
governments use them in a discriminatory manner [8, 11, 17, 20].

In light of the above analysis of privacy, and especially its close relationship to
autonomy, we are entitled to conclude that some form of privacy is a constitutive
human good. As such, infringements of privacy ought to be avoided. That said, as
mentioned above, privacy can reasonably be overridden by security considerations
under some circumstances, such as when lives are at risk. After all, the right to life
is, in general, a weightier moral right than the right to privacy.

Individual privacy is sometimes confused with anonymity, but these are distinct
notions. Anonymity is preservedwhen a person’s identity in one context is not known
in another. Anonymity can be a means to privacy or to avoid harm to oneself e.g.
reputational damage. Indeed, anonymity is vital in some situations, for example in
the case of an undercover operative whose real identity might be revealed to the
criminal organisation he has infiltrated by using facial recognition technology to
search billions of facial images on the Internet, social media and elsewhere that were
originally created some years earlier when he worked as a uniformed police officer.
Such examples demonstrate that anonymity is sometimes an instrumental good. But
they do not demonstrate that it is a constitutive human good. In this respect anonymity
is quite different from privacy.

The sphere of individual privacy can be widened to include other individuals who
stand in a professional relationship to the first individual, for example, a person’s
doctor. Moreover, morally legitimate institutional processes give rise to confiden-
tiality requirements with respect to information. For instance, law enforcement oper-
ations give rise to stringent confidentiality requirements, given what is often at stake,
e.g. the outcome of important investigations that could be compromised by exposure
or, as mentioned above, the risk to an undercover operative if their identity is revealed
[21]. At least in the case of security agencies, such as police, military and intelligence
agencies, a degree of compliance with principles of confidentiality is a constitutive
institutional good in the sense that security agencies could not successfully operate
without a high degree of confidentiality.

Confidentiality is often referred to as informational security. So, confidentiality
is a species of security. Moreover, confidentiality is, as we saw above, often based
on privacy, e.g. the confidentiality of personal information. Accordingly, not only
is privacy not necessarily in conflict with security: privacy quite often depends on
security. On the other hand, the integration or interlinking of databases of confidential
information is potentially problematic from a privacy and autonomy perspective, as
the example of the surveillance system in China described above demonstrates.

Another related notion of interest to us here is secrecy [3]. Secret information is
not necessarily challenged by the moral right to privacy or by the principle of confi-
dentiality. For unlike privacy and confidentiality, secrecy is a morally neutral or even
pejorative notion. Secrecy is at home in contexts of conflict and fierce competition,
for example wars, organised criminality and market-based companies. More gener-
ally, secrecy is at home in contexts of security. However, high levels of secrecy can
mask incompetence, corruption, illegality and human rights abuses, for example in
authoritarian regimes. Also, as mentioned above, even in liberal democracies there is
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the risk that if the use of the database is not closely monitored and transparent then it
will be used for unintended purposes such as surveillance, and, thereby, enable func-
tion creep. Accordingly, in contrast with confidentiality, secrecy is not a constitutive
institutional good.

We have distinguished privacy, autonomy, anonymity, confidentiality and secrecy,
and argued that whereas privacy is a constitutive human good—in part by virtue of its
relation to autonomy—and confidentiality a constitutive institutional good, neither
anonymity nor secrecy are constitutive goods [20]. Given the close relationships
between privacy and confidentiality, on the one hand, and between confidentiality
and security, on the other hand, the sharp contrast often drawn between privacy and
security does not necessarily obtain.

The notion of security is somewhat vague. Sometimes it is used to refer to a variety
of forms of collective security, for example national security (such as harm to the
public from a terrorist attack), community security (such as in the face of disruptions
to law and order posed by violent political demonstrations) and biosecurity (such as
threats to public health and society caused by COVID-19). At other times it is used
to refer to personal physical security.

Aside from questions about the scope of security, (for example the personal,
organisational and national levels), security can be distinguished by type. Here a
distinction between informational and non-informational security can be helpful.
Informational (or data) security, as mentioned above, basically consists in ensuring
that personal and other confidential information are protected from unauthorised or
otherwise illegitimate access. Encryption (of which more in the following section)
plays a key role in ensuring data security. Clearly data security is critical in the
face of sustained hacking by state and non-state actors that can compromise privacy
and confidentiality. Non-informational security pertains to physical or psychological
harm to human beings, damage to physical objects, and certain forms of harm to
institutional processes or purposes, for example by means of corruption.

Aside from the scope and types of security there are also various contexts of
security. These include crime, counter-terrorism, war, cyberwar, trade ‘wars’ and so
on. Moreover, the stringency of privacy rights and confidentiality requirements need
to be relativized to context. In wartime, for instance, military intelligence gathering
is largely unfettered and the privacy rights of citizens curtailed under emergency
powers. By contrast, in domestic law enforcement there is, as we saw above, a strong
presumption in favour of the privacy rights of citizens. Moreover, in domestic law
enforcement there is likely to be increased accountability when privacy rights are
overridden. For instance, police might not be able to sign off on access to personal
information; rather a judicial warrant might be required. Counter-terrorism in well-
ordered jurisdictions is typically amatter of law enforcement. However, inwar zones,
such as combating Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, counter-terrorism operations,
including intelligence gathering, are military in character [19]. Let us now turn to
cryptographic technologies, an understanding of which is necessary if we are to offer
a coherent account of the ethical problems in this area.
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2 Encryption

Modern computer-based cryptography comes in a number of methodologies, e.g.
public/private key (PPK) cryptography. For our purposes here, we first need to distin-
guish between passwords and keys. A password can be thought of as an access mech-
anism; a key is used in an encryption algorithm. Passwords are often quite short, e.g.
eight characters. Being short, passwords are susceptible to brute force attack; an
attack in which every possible combination is tried in succession, until the solution
is found. Thus, protection fromunauthorised access is often afforded by amechanism
which wipes all content on the device after, say, 10 attempts to find the password, as
in the case of the iPhone of the terrorist Farook mentioned above. By contrast, keys
are a lot longer—the longer the better—and are sometimes retrieved by user entered
passwords. Accordingly, even in the case of encrypted material there is potentially a
weak link in the chain, namely, the password; depending, of course, on the strength
of the password and how securely it is held, (e.g. not written down and pasted on
one’s computer!) Note that a password when it is sent over the net, to say a bank
website, is encrypted by the web browser, typically using strong keys. Whereas we
would think of a password in terms of the number of characters, the length of a key
is usually given in bits. A bit is the information in a binary (two option) choice, a
logical yes or no. Thus, a bit can be represented as a zero or one and we could write
the key as a series of zeroes or ones. Since a character is normally 8 bits we could
think of a 2048 bit key as equivalent to 256 characters (i.e. 8 × 256).

It is important to distinguish encryption of documents and data on a device, such as
a phone, from encryption in transmission. The first involves some sort of encryption
control, of which a password is the most well-known, but there are other options,
such as fingerprint, retinal scan, and so on. Despite ongoing efforts on the part of
cyber-security personnel to promote the importance of password protection, people
persist in using easy-to-guess passwords, which are thus easy to remember, the name
of the dog, house address, favourite fruit, etc. A brute force attack on a password
(testing every possibility) requires time proportional to mn where m is the number
of options for a character and n is the number of characters. Thus an 8-character
password using alphanumeric characters (the integers 0–9 and the 26 letters of the
alphabet in both lower and upper case) gives rise to 628 possibilities i.e. 200 trillion—
which a desktop computer could run through in a relatively short time. If we use the
most widely used mapping of letters, numbers and symbols to bit patterns, i.e. the
whole extended ASCII2 character set of 256 characters, we get 2568 possibilities, i.e.
millions of trillions. So the number of possibilities is a function not only of the length
of the password but also of the number of available characters, although, since the
number of characters appears in the exponent, increasing the number of characters
is usually a more effective way of increasing password strength. However, there

2 ASCII stands for American Standard Code for Information Interchange. Computers can only
understand numbers, so an ASCII code is the numerical representation of a character such as ‘a’
or ‘@’ or an action of some sort. ASCII was developed a long time ago and now the non-printing
characters are rarely used for their original purpose.
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needs to be very large numbers of possibilities to defeat even a standard desktop
computer. On the other hand, there can be very large numbers of possibilities which
a standard computer would take decades to run through. Brute force attacks, in
which every possibility is tested in sequence or at random, on common standards
such as AES would take forever. But encryption may be broken on a much smaller
timescale through twomechanisms: the advent of new technology; or new algorithms
which test possibilities in some special order or apply some novel filtering. Moore’s
law, the doubling of computing power every two years has held since 1965 for
current silicon. Yet an example of a novel technology is quantum computing, which
is rapidly developing at the time of writing, where it has been known since 1999when
Peter Shor’s now famous 1999 algorithm demonstrated huge potential speedup from
quantum computers for prime factorisation and discrete logarithms [29]. An example
of new software attacks came in a series of novel attacks onAES-256, summarised by
cryptographer Bruce Schneier3 This new attack, by Alex Biryukov, Orr Dunkelman,
Nathan Keller, Dmitry Khovratovich, and Adi Shamir, is much more devastating.
It is a completely practical attack against ten-round AES-256—One of our attacks
uses… 239 time to recover the complete 256-bit key… where the best previous attack
required 2120 time.

Estimating the time for an actual computer to crack a key by brute force obviously
depends upon the rapidly growing speed of computers. Nevertheless, MIT physicist
Seth Lloyd estimated an upper bound to the speed of a 1 kg laptop based on the laws of
physics as they stand today [15]. His ultimate laptop would take about a microsecond
to break AES 128. It would take an ultimate computer the size of the Earth about a
year to crack AES 256. Needless to say, we don’t expect to have ultimate computers
any time soon.

If we want to send the document over a public channel we need a good password,
obviously, and the recipient needs to have learned this password in some way (such
as Diffie Hellman, which we discuss below). However, if we use public private key
cryptography (PPK), with, say, a typical key of 2048 bits, 2231 possibilities, then
the communication is even stronger. If somebody intercepts the document, this is
the strength of encryption with which they have to deal. The password stays on
the device and is not transmitted. The alternative to encrypting the document and
sending it over a public channel, is to use an encrypted channel, such as WhatsApp.
Any useful channel has to be end-to-end encrypted, meaning that is encrypted on the
source device and not decrypted until it gets to the destination device. To avoid key
compromise by some means, systems such as WhatsApp use ephemeral keys, into
more detail of which we go below.

It is important to distinguish between the interception of communications in real
time and the accessing of storedmaterial, including documents. Storedmaterial, even
if encrypted, is susceptible to accessing if the device is retrieved by investigators and
its password determined. Real-time interception of, and access to, the content (as
opposed to the metadata, e.g. time, date, location, sender and receiver of call) of
communications protected by end-to-end encryption will be extraordinarily difficult

3 https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2009/07/another_new_aes.html Accessed.

https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2009/07/another_new_aes.html
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unless the communication is intercepted prior to encryption or after decryption. This
is because the required decryption is extraordinarily difficult, absent access to encryp-
tion keys. (For more details on this see below). Crucially, the encryption keys used
for communications in devices using end-to-end encryption are typically ephemeral;
they are only used for a singlemessage transmission and then discarded.Accordingly,
since WhatsApp, for instance, uses end-to-end encryption, security agencies cannot
usefully wire-tap phones using WhatsApp, since anything they acquired would not
be decryptable.

Typically, encryption keys resist brute force attacks by virtue of the vast number
of possibilities that would have to be tried in the time period available, e.g. a number
of possibilities of such magnitude that it would take even a high-powered computer
decades to find the correct one. Thus, the RSA algorithm used in PPK requires two
very large prime numbers, p and q, which are multiplied together to produce an even
bigger number N = pq. Take a number such as 1333. This factorises into 31 times
43,which are both prime numbers. The important thing to know is that as the numbers
such as 1333 get bigger, it becomes very difficult to find the constituent primes (31
and 43). The idea is to make N so big, that finding the two prime factors would take
an inordinate amount of time. Hence there has been the pressure on governments
from law enforcement and security agencies to enforce access to encryption keys.

To allow security agencies to eavesdrop on conversions with WhatsApp and its
kin, is rather complicated, owing to the hierarchy of keys of different lifetimes used
in the encryption. Thus, let us consider the simpler case of giving security agencies
access to private keys, assuming that there are suitable judicial processes to allow
access only in case of real need, along the lines already discussed. Storing all these
private keys is itself a security risk: they may get leaked, stolen by hackers or just
left in unsecured places by defective software due to careless programmers. An
alternative is a sort of skeleton private key, sometimes referred to as a backdoor
key. The same issue of keeping skeleton key safe applies of course, but there is an
additional problem. There is pretty much consensus amongst cryptographers that
creating the structure for such backdoor access weakens the encryption, thus making
it easier for hackers to break [2, 13, 14].

In the face of this resistance to providing encryption keys to governments, law
enforcement’s focus has been on finding passwords or on means of attack that do not
rely on decryption by virtue of knowing the keys, but rather on bypassing the keys,
e.g. by inserting malware into devices as happened in the EncroChat case (described
above). There is also, of course, the possibility of legislation, such as exists already in
the UK, where a warrant can be obtained to compel a suspect to decrypt a document
with prison terms for non-compliance.

Of course, we will not know for some time exactly how EncroChat was compro-
mised, since the security agencies are hardly likely to divulge this information. The
consensus seems to be that this was not a defeat of the encryption but the capturing
of messages before they were encrypted and sent, through spyware, which had got
into the phone. It was most likely downloaded from EncroChat servers, which had
themselves been infected, and then infected phones with something quite ordinary,
such as a news release or a software update. One common spyware technique is key
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logging. Every key pressed by the user is recorded in some place hidden to the user
and sent across the internet to the spyware’s owner. Most, if not nearly all, phone
apps phone home on a regular basis, usually without the user knowing [32].

The principal encrypted voice call andmessage systems at themoment are: Signal,
Telegram, WhatsApp (owned by Facebook) and Facetime (owned by Apple). Let us
consider WhatsApp as illustrative. WhatsApp was very popular, even before it was
taken over and became part of Facebook infrastructure. It is end-to-end encrypted,
the gold standard, which means that it is encrypted by the sender, decrypted by
the receiver and not decrypted anywhere along the way. A highly desirable feature
of encrypted messaging is that it should be open source. Effectively this means
anybody, especially cryptography experts, to scrutinise the details of the algorithms
and their implementation.WhatsAppwas developed from Signal, using the so-called
Signal protocol, and Signal is open source.WhatsApp is not. However, despite recent
controversy over the sharing of itsmetadatawith parent company Facebook, the best
available evidence is that it is still end-to-end encrypted. The EFF (Electronic Fron-
tiers Foundation, one of the leading advocates for technology supporting freedom
and justice) states in January 2021 that4 To be clear: WhatsApp still uses strong
end-to-end encryption, and there is no reason to doubt the security of the contents
of your messages on WhatsApp.

Of course, the provider could have a system in which they keep the encryption
keys and save the messages, which means that the message could be decrypted by a
third party at a later date. As discussed above, law enforcement has supported this
since it would be to their advantage. At any rate, to give users confidence in their
communications being forever secret, and as we saw above, the app uses ephemeral
keys, which are created for a particular message transmission and then discarded.
The user’s private keys are never sent anywhere and are not known to the provider.

There are basically two approaches to encrypting a document: block ciphers,
such as AES, which break the document up into chunks (blocks) and encrypt each
individually; and stream ciphers such as RC4 (Rivest Cipher 4, after its inventor),
which operate one character at a time.

Today’s block ciphers are both very complicated and very secure. The data is
broken up into blocks. Each sub-block is individually encrypted using algorithms
then combinedwith other blocks and the process repeated for a dozen or so iterations.
The current more secure version is AES256.

Stream ciphers date back to the sixteenth century with the invention of the one-
time pad, beloved of espionage stories ever since. The pad is some document, say
Tolstoy’s book,War and Peace. Starting at some agreed place in the book (our spies
have to agree on the book and where to start) the message is compared letter by letter
with the book and some reversible algorithm is used to go from one to the other. Thus,
if themessage has a k and the book at the same point has a q, then the algorithmwould
output, say, a z. Going backwards taking the z in the encrypted document, comparing
it with the q in the book spits out k. The algorithm commonly used is XOR. The
computational equivalent is the Vernam cipher which combines the characters of a

4 https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2021/01/its-business-usual-whatsapp Accessed.

https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2021/01/its-business-usual-whatsapp
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document one by one with a random character from the keystream (the letters one
by one from the book in our Tolstoy example). The one-time pad and consequently
the Vernam Cipher were shown by Claude Shannon to be unbreakable, given that
the one-time pad is perfectly random [27]. In the Vernam cipher we use a keystream,
which is just a random series of characters. Computer random number generators
are now very good at producing very long strings of integers/characters with no
relationships between them and no recurring patterns of any kind. But they are only
ever pseudo-random. The generator will have control parameters and a starting state,
and, if these are replicated, the replica will enable the production of exactly the same
sequence. As is obvious, in the pre-digital computing days of cryptography keeping
the code book secure was vitally important. Of course, with the advent of keystream
(Vernam) ciphers, the code book has been replaced by a random number generator.
However, it is now vitally important to keep the details of its parameters and starting
state (though not necessarily its algorithm) secure.

An essential point to note here is that cryptographic systems may fail for
three reasons: computer power increases allowing a brute force attack (essen-
tially working through every possibility, as mentioned above); the invention of new
attack algorithms, or hardware, such as quantum computers; and simply flaws in
implementation.

The most effective attacks are not brute force, but exploit some loophole in the
cryptography design. Mostly the problems are in software, but occasional a bug
appears at the hardware level. This year The Verge reported on a particularly nasty
vulnerability in Intel chips, which could enable the construction of key loggers,
referred to above:

Security firm Positive Technologies discovered the flaw, and is warning that it could break
apart a chain of trust for important technology like silicon-based encryption, hardware
authentication, and modern DRM protections. This vulnerability jeopardizes everything
Intel has done to build the root of trust and lay a solid security foundation on the company’s
platforms, explains security researcher Mark Ermolov. [35]

Such hardware vulnerabilities are extremely hard to fix (in theworst case requiring
chip replacements) [1]:

These types of attacks, called Meltdown and Spectre, were no ordinary bugs. At the time
it was discovered, Meltdown could hack all Intel x86 microprocessors and IBM Power
processors, as well as some ARM-based processors. Spectre and its many variations added
Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) processors to that list. In other words, nearly the whole
world of computing was vulnerable……fixing these vulnerabilities has been no easy job.

Of course, programmers can make errors in implementing cryptographic algo-
rithms. Cryptography is not immune to software bugs.

A fundamental problem in cryptography is agreeing on passwords or encryption
keys, using a public channel, where everybody can read the transmissions but cannot
infer the password. This is the idea behind a Diffie-Hellman key exchange used in
PPK and in ECC (elliptical curve cryptography) replied upon by WhatsApp. The
following gives a rough idea of how it works.

Xenakis and Zadok want to agree a password. First, they each choose a very large
prime number as a private key. Xenakis chooses 43 and Zadok chooses 31.
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Now X and Z pick a number, let’s say 187. They agree on this over the public
channel and again, anybody can know. Now comes the clever trick. X raises 187 to
his secret number, 43, getting the very large number.

4888651528060145912868616867727063192303125716802722048864823484528
9721303752646988922050137964003.
Meanwhile Z does the same with his secret number, 31, getting.
2673559185267605945178503962446826969650755006001031296938716712
0274163.
X and Z exchange their huge numbers. It doesn’t matter if anybody is eavesdrop-

ping, since the discrete logarithm problem is hard to solve for them to find either X
or Z’s secret number. Now each takes the number they receive and exponentiates it
with their own secret number. X gets an even bigger number, which would take a
page to display. It starts off.

2316655802185836713052880933213078993246302935442089
4791693836646087967238161954274200463446248956046412
3889608443987676651933304066297159504611394237176564
2665535969209484838070647948449175023092257003434334.
Z does the same. She takes the big number she gets fromX, call it x1 and computes

x311 . Her number begins.
2316655802185836713052880933213078993246302935442089
4791693836646087967238161954274200463446248956046412
3889608443987676651933304066297159504611394237176564
266553596920948483807064794844917502309225700343434

and, in fact, they are exactly the same.This huge number is now their shared password.
To work out this password from the public traffic, the eavesdropper would need to
solve a big discrete logarithm problem.

Let us conclude this section by considering the level of security on Apple devices.
Apple has two backup options [36].

1. Via Finder/iTunes, you can turn on encrypted backup (it is off by default). If you
do so you need to create a password. But there is no way of using the backup if
you lose the password. Thus, you must create a password that you’ll remember
or you must write it down and store it safely, because there’s no way to use your
backup without this password.

2. Via iCloud (the default and apple preferred option). Now Apple has the encryp-
tion keys. Itwould argue that this is good for users since if they lose the password,
Apple can recover it.

However, although Chinese iPhones will retain the security features that canmake
it all but impossible for anyone, even Apple, to get access to the phone itself, that
will not apply to the iCloud accounts [23]. Any information in the iCloud account
could be accessible to Chinese authorities who can present Apple with a legal order.
Elsewhere the keys are stored by Apple in the US, which means, under a suitable
court order in the US courts, Apple could be forced to give up the keys and hence
the data on the phone. Now it seems that WhatsApp messages are backed up to the
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cloud unencrypted. From their FAQ, WhatsApp chat histories aren’t stored on their
servers. Media and messages you back up aren’t protected by WhatsApp end-to-
end encryption while in iCloud. If you’ve previously backed up your iPhone using
iCloud or iTunes, you might be able to retrieve your WhatsApp chats by restoring
your iPhone from a previous backup.

In a strange twist, Google, which depends heavily on targeted advertising revenue,
and obtains this through massive surveillance of how its users employ its services,
nevertheless offers greater personal security than Apple. Data backed up to Google
is encrypted by a key, accessed by the phone’s pin number or fingerprint etc., and
this key is controlled on Googles’ servers by a custom chip referred to as Titan. Now,
since a pin number is a very weak password, the Titan uses the old maximum number
of tries principle (although we do not know how many tries this actually amounts to)
[10]. The limited number of incorrect attempts is strictly enforced by a custom Titan
firmware that cannot be updated without erasing the contents of the chip. By design,
this means that no one (including Google) can access a user’s backed-up application
data without specifically knowing their passcode.

3 Ethical Analysis

In the light of our conceptual analysis of privacy, confidentiality, autonomy and
security, and our descriptive technical account of encryption, we can now offer an
ethical analysis of privacy rights and security needs in relation to encryption in
the overall context of the counter-terrorism policies of liberal democratic states.
Before addressing the specific issues of privacy and encryption in counter-terrorism,
a number of general points that bear on this issue and which are extractable from the
discussions in Sects. 1 and 2 need to be made.

We have argued that privacy rights, including in respect of smartphone content and
metadata, are important, in part because of their close relation to autonomy. However,
we also noted that privacy rights are not absolute; they can justifiably be overridden,
for instance, in relation to an imminent terrorist attack. Therefore, the strong claim
that some privacy advocates are inclined to make, namely, that there is, in effect, an
absolute moral right to very strong, i.e. uncrackable, encryption, since it asserts there
are no circumstances in which very strong encryption should be impermissible, is
not sustainable. This is, of course, not to demonstrate that very strong encryption is
morally impermissible under all circumstances. Perhaps, for instance, citizens who
live in an authoritarian state aremorally justified in possessing devices equipped with
very strong encryption.Moreover, even in liberal democracies very strong encryption
might be morally permissible if there were other means by which law enforcement
agencies could efficiently and effectively investigate and, if justified, charge terror
suspects. For instance, if bulk metadata (as opposed to communicative content) in
the context of machine learning techniques combined with other methods, such as
hacking and insertion of malware was sufficient (as presumably occurred in the
EncroChat scenario). On the other hand, bulk metadata collection and, relatedly,
integrated databases, are themselves problematic from a privacy perspective.
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Although privacy rights can be overridden under some circumstances, notably by
law enforcement investigations of serious crimes including terrorism, there is obvi-
ously a point where infringements of privacy rights are excessive and unwarranted.
Security agencies’ ongoing, ready access to the personal data of the entire population
would be clearly unacceptable. Moreover, regulation, and associated accountability
mechanisms need to be in place to ensure that, for instance, personal information
obtained for a legitimate purpose, such as counter-terrorism, can be accessed by law
enforcement officers to enable them to detect suspects and protect citizens frombeing
murdered, but not used to identify protesters at a political rally [25].

We have also argued that the sharp contrast between privacy and security cannot
be maintained, since security includes informational or data security, i.e. security of
personal data and confidentiality in relation to data held by security agencies. More-
over, it is primarily goods that are not essentially informational that ultimately need
to be weighed so as to achieve an acceptable moral equilibrium, notably individual
autonomy, personal security and institutional integrity.

Moreover, by describing the technical issues in some detail we have shown how
it is that high level end-to-end encryption is, in effect, invulnerable to decryption.
However, as we have also shown by describing the technical issues in some detail,
how devices that use such encryption are, nevertheless, vulnerable by virtue of their
use of passwords and the possibility of being hacked and the insertion of malware.

In the light of the above, a number of interconnected ethical issues have come
into view. Some of these arise from the expanding use of bulk data collection and
surveillance in counter-terrorism operations, especially in the context of interlinkage
of databases, data analytics and artificial intelligence. As already mentioned, these
developments are relevant to debates surrounding encryption in so far as they provide
an advantage to security agencies that might to some extent mitigate the problem of
not having access to encrypted communications and documents.

This is not to say that there ought not to be constraints on bulk data collection
and analysis. For instance, it is unacceptable for data, including surveillance data,
originally and justifiably gathered for one purpose, e.g. taxation or combating a
pandemic, to be interlinked with data gathered for another purpose, e.g. counter-
terrorism, without appropriate justification. The way metadata use has expanded
from initially being used by only a few agencies engaged in counter-terrorism to now
being used quite widely by governments in many western countries, is an example
of function creep.

Another important development that needs to be kept in mind when adjudicating
privacy and encryption issues in counter-terrorism contexts is the blurring of the
distinction between the application of the domestic law enforcement and the mili-
tary combat frameworks in counter-terrorism operations, given that terrorist organi-
sations, such as Al Qaeda and Islamic State operate in war zones as well as in well-
ordered jurisdictions. What are the privacy rights of, for instance, those suspected of
travelling abroad with the intention of becoming foreign terrorist fighters but who are
yet to fulfil this intention? Should they be treated as ordinary citizens possessed of
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the full array of privacy and other rights who are only potential, and not actual, crimi-
nals?5 Again, what are the privacy rights of those suspected of being foreign terrorist
fighters who have returned to their home country? Should they be treated as ordinary
citizens possessed of the full array of privacy and other rights albeit, if returnees,
citizens suspected of criminality? Or should they be regarded, in effect, as suspected
terrorist-combatants and, therefore, suffer a curtailment of their privacy and other
rights even in the absence of sufficient evidence to convict them of terrorist offences,
e.g. in relation to privacy, the ongoingmonitoring of their private communications by
domestic security agencies, the retention of their personal data by domestic security
agencies, and the disclosure of this data to third parties such as foreign governments
and their security agencies [33].

Finally, it should be noted that there is a danger in relation to the technological
developments discussedhere (e.g. bypassing encryption and the use of integrated bulk
databases), as there is in relation to technological developments discussed elsewhere
(e.g. the use of facial recognition technology) [30], that various general principles
hitherto taken to be constitutive of liberal democracy are gradually undermined, such
as the principle that an individual has a right to freedom from criminal investigation
or unreasonable monitoring (including accessing of the content of their communi-
cations), absent prior evidence of violation by that individual of its laws. In a liberal
democratic state, it is generally accepted that the state has no right to seek evidence
of wrongdoing on the part of a particular citizen or to engage in selective monitoring
of that citizen, if the actions of the citizen in question have not otherwise reason-
ably raised suspicion of unlawful behaviour and if the citizen has not had a pattern of
unlawful past behaviour that justifymonitoring. However, this principle is potentially
undermined by certain kinds of offender profiling and, specifically, ones in which
there is no specific (actual or reasonably suspected) past, imminent or planned crime
being investigated. We note that not simply communicative content but also meta-
data could be used for profiling, risk assessment and monitoring of people who are
considered at risk of committing crimes. Moreover, in a liberal democratic state,
and related to the above-mentioned principle, there is a general presumption against
the state monitoring the citizenry. This presumption can be overridden for specific
purposes but only if the monitoring in question is not disproportionate, is necessary
or otherwise adequately justified and kept to aminimum, and is subject to appropriate
accountability mechanisms.

In this chapter we have performed three main interconnected tasks. First, we have
offered an analysis of the nature and moral significance of privacy, including its
relationship to confidentiality, autonomy and security, in the context of the counter-
terrorism responses of liberal democratic states. Second, we have provided a descrip-
tion of relevant cryptographic technologies. One focus here has been on WhatsApp.
Third, we have discussed the privacy rights and security needs in relation to encryp-
tion in the overall context of the counter-terrorism policies of liberal democratic
states.

5 Although in some jurisdictions, such as Australia, travelling to Syria and other zones of armed
conflict is in and of itself a crime. See Section 119.2 of the Criminal Code of Australia.
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